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RipSeq® Mixed is an online software tool for 
rapid bacterial identification, with focus on 
analyzing� mixed clinical samples. Throug�h the 
use of advanced alg�orithms, we remove the need 
for manual isolation and re-cultivation of colonies 
from poly-microbial samples prior to 16S rDNA 
sequencing�. This makes direct sequencing� 
relevant for a broader rang�e of clinical samples, 
including� abscesses and pleural fluids.

Compared to culture, the possibility to analyze mixed  
bacterial populations with direct sequencing� offers a 
sig�nificant reduction in time to identification, in particular  
for samples containing� slow g�rowing� bacteria, or bacteria  
for which phenotypical identification is not readily available.

More importantly, it provides a powerful diag�nostic tool 
for patients who have received antibiotics prior to sample 
collection. For this patient g�roup, culture is unreliable and 
should never be trusted as the sole diag�nostic approach.  
Even if g�rowth is obtained for some species, others  
can already be dead or too affected by antimicrobials  
to be cultured.

Identification time using traditional methods: 2-7 days or more
Day 1 
patient sample

Growth and separation 
of the bacteria followed 
by new g�rowth of the 
separated bacteria

Day 2-4 
cultivation

Day 3-7 
chemical testing

Chemical testing� is usually run 
before attempting� to sequence

If chemical tests 
fail to identify the 
bacteria, the sample 
is sent to Sequencing� 
for identification

Antibiotics make 
culture unreliable  
– sequencing�  
should always  
be a supplement

RipSeq Mixed identifies multiple bacteria in one sample in just: 5-8 hours
Day 1 
patient sample

Sequence 
directly from 
sample Up to 9 species  

in <30 sec.

Up to 3 species  
in <30 sec.

Day 1 
sequencing

Day 1 Day 1 
identification at www.ripseq.com
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